### Scoring Summary

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Time</th>
<th>Team</th>
<th>Goal Scorer</th>
<th>Assist</th>
<th>Description</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>65:42</td>
<td>UDBQ</td>
<td>Luwara, Gloire</td>
<td>Darren Gray</td>
<td>GOAL by UDBQ Luwara, Gloire Assist by Gray, Darren.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>69:51</td>
<td>UDBQ</td>
<td>Littler, Draek</td>
<td>Skog-Johansson,</td>
<td>GOAL by UDBQ Littler, Draek Assist by Skog-</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>Gray</td>
<td>Johansson, Joel and Gray, Darren.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>78:26</td>
<td>UDBQ</td>
<td>Von Braun, Lucas</td>
<td>Aaman, Axel</td>
<td>GOAL by UDBQ Von Braun, Lucas Assist by Aaman,</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>Axel.</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

**Cautions and Ejections:** There were no penalties in this game.
Time | Play By Play
--- | ---
00:00 | Rastock, Christoffer at goalie for Dubuque
00:00 | Davenport, Carson at goalie for Luther
00:54 | Foul on Luwara, Gloire.
04:11 | Foul on Niyibizi, Eloi.
04:28 | Foul on Von Braun, Lucas.
05:48 | Shot by Luth Overberg, Will, out left.
06:51 | Foul on Manzanet, Hernan.
10:04 | Shot by Luth Vila, Marcos, out left.
13:41 | Shot by UDBQ Wooldridge, Gavin, out right.
18:21 | Shot by Luth Figueroa, Luis, bottom center, saved by Rastock, Christoffer.
21:07 | Corner kick [21:07].
22:25 | Shot by UDBQ Niyibizi, Eloi, out top left.
26:38 | Luth substitution: Curvo, Joao for Pastor Valls, Javier.
28:28 | Corner kick [28:28].
28:50 | UDBQ substitution: Joinvil, Roody for Wooldridge, Gavin.
28:50 | Luth substitution: Bolte, Ben for Leite, Gian.
28:50 | Luth substitution: Valentine, William for Overberg, Will.
29:26 | Shot by Luth Vila, Marcos, out right.
30:52 | Luth substitution: Jenkins, Armando for Manzanet, Hernan.
32:01 | Luth substitution: Wake, Caleb for Johnson, Steven.
34:33 | Foul on Jenkins, Armando.
36:37 | UDBQ substitution: Littler, Draek for Luwara, Gloire.
37:54 | UDBQ substitution: Corazzina, Alessandro for Skog-Johansson, Joel.
37:54 | UDBQ substitution: Youngstrom, Jakub for Windahl, Emil.
38:52 | Offside against Luther.
42:26 | Shot by Luth Ouro-Akondo, Faydane, out right.
43:51 | Shot by UDBQ Youngstrom, Jakub, bottom left, saved by Davenport, Carson.
44:10 | Corner kick [44:10].
44:34 | Shot by UDBQ Von Braun, Lucas, out right.
45:00 | End of period [45:00].
45:00 | Start of 2nd period [45:00].

FOR Luth: , #1 Davenport, Carson, #10 Vila, Marcos, #11 Leite, Gian, #18 Overberg, Will, #24 Pastor Valls, Javier, #25 Valentine, William, #37 Manzanet, Hernan, #26 Figueroa, Luis, #3 Johnson, Steven, #42 Monteiro, Lucas, #44 Ferrandez, Raul.


45:00 | UDBQ substitution: Niyibizi, Eloi for Holevas, Logan.
45:00 | UDBQ substitution: Skog-Johansson, Joel for Corazzina, Alessandro.
45:00 | UDBQ substitution: Windahl, Emil for Youngstrom, Jakub.
45:00 | UDBQ substitution: Luwara, Gloire for Littler, Draek.
45:00 | UDBQ substitution: Wooldridge, Gavin for Joinvil, Roody.
45:00 | Luth substitution: Vila, Marcos for Wake, Caleb.
45:00 | Luth substitution: Leite, Gian for Ouro-Akondo, Faydane.
45:00 | Luth substitution: Overberg, Will for Alvarez Casaro, Fel.
45:00 | Luth substitution: Pastor Valls, Javier for Bolte, Ben.
45:00 | Luth substitution: Manzanet, Hernan for Curvo, Joao.
45:00 | Luth substitution: Johnson, Steven for Jenkins, Armando.

47:07 | Shot by UDBQ Niyibizi, Eloi, bottom right, saved by Davenport, Carson.
47:51 | Foul on Valentine, William.
49:01 | Foul on Valentine, William.
53:03 | Foul on Leite, Gian.
56:19 | Corner kick [56:19].
57:32 | Corner kick [57:32].
58:28 | Foul on Wiggins, Jonny.
58:48 | Corner kick [58:48].
59:18 | Shot by Luth Valentine, William, bottom right, saved by Rastock, Christoffer.
64:06 | Corner kick [64:06].
65:42 GOAL by UDBQ Luwara, Gloire Assist by Gray, Darren.

Luther 0, Dubuque 1

65:42 Luth substitution: Curvo, Joao for Pastor Valls, Javier.
67:04 Foul on Luwara, Gloire.
67:21 Corner kick [67:21].
69:12 UDBQ substitution: Littler, Draek for Luwara, Gloire.
69:12 Luth substitution: Alvarez Casaro, Fel for Shapiro, Marc-Arthur.
69:21 Foul on Ouro-Akondo, Faydane.
69:51 GOAL by UDBQ Littler, Draek Assist by Skog-Johansson, Joel and Gray, Darren.

Luther 0, Dubuque 2

70:19 Luth substitution: Pastor Valls, Javier for Johnson, Steven.
70:19 Foul on Vila, Marcos.
71:58 Shot by UDBQ Holevas, Logan, bottom center, saved by Davenport, Carson.
72:11 Shot by UDBQ Holevas, Logan, out left.
73:04 Shot by Luth Alvarez Casaro, Fel, bottom center, saved by Rastock, Christoffer.
75:02 Foul on Holevas, Logan.
75:26 Shot by Luth Vila, Marcos, bottom left, saved by Rastock, Christoffer.
77:37 Shot by UDBQ Holevas, Logan, top, saved by Davenport, Carson.
77:47 Corner kick [77:47].
78:26 GOAL by UDBQ Von Braun, Lucas Assist by Aaman, Axel.

Luther 0, Dubuque 3

82:30 Luth substitution: Johnson, Steven for Curvo, Joao.
82:30 Luth substitution: Rotto, Elijah for Pastor Valls, Javier.
84:31 Corner kick [84:31].
85:42 Luth substitution: Shapiro, Marc-Arthur for Overberg, Will.
85:42 Luth substitution: Okal, Lonyhera for Alvarez Casaro, Fel.
85:42 Luth substitution: Bailey, Sam for Figueroa, Luis.
85:42 Luth substitution: unknown player for Jenkins, Armando.
86:57 Luth substitution: Alvarez Casaro, Fel for unknown player.
87:26 Luth substitution: Jenkins, Armando for Alvarez Casaro, Fel.
90:00 End of period [90:00].